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Quality Blind systems for Bi fold
doors and large glazed areas
With ever changing styles, new challenges begin.
Since 1986 we repeatedly strive to keep up with new developments and
changes of style within the home and large glass areas are now the hottest
new must have thing. We have developed a range of systems to offer
privacy, solar protection and heat control while retaining the beauty of the
glass and your view.
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systems for Bifold doors
Tensioned Venetian blinds
Tensioned Venetian blinds are one of our “Best sellers”.
Best suited to folding aluminium doors, our tensioned system will neatly tuck into
almost any modern bi-fold system and almost become integral.
Operated via a foldaway tab handle to raise and lower the blinds and a PVC wand
to rotate the slats, the blind itself will allow your doors to fold without interfering or
crushing your beautiful blinds.

Tensioned Pleated Blinds
Sleek and simple, pleated blinds are a great choice for folding door systems.
Our pleated blinds sit seamlessly into door beadings, pull down to any point and
tuck neatly away when not required.
Manufactured from sleek slim-line aluminium rails and a fantastic fabric selection,
the choice of soft palatable shades to translucent voile designs will bring life to any
room.

Vertical blinds
Large glass areas are sometimes a little daunting and dressing them a little confusing.
Vertical blinds are a great choice and the most economical for really big areas as we are able
to produce Vertical blinds up to 5 meters wide in one section.
Traditional known as an “Office blind” the Vertical has been re born. Choose fabrics from
light filtering voiles through to Velvet and Blackout. You will be surprised at the choice.

Roller blinds
Simple but effective, roller blinds are a very popular choice if looking for a simple covering to
shut down the glass area for solar or privacy reasons. Roller blinds are a simple system and
produced up to 4000mm wide as a single unit and available as manual or electrically
operated.
A good choice for people who want electrically operated blinds with control at the touch of a
button
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Roman blinds
Made–to-measure Roman blinds are the perfect winter window dressing. Made
from luxuriously soft fabrics, our blinds are fully lined for a cosy feel and available
in a multitude of finishes.
Bring vitality to your living areas with our vibrant patterns or richness with our full
bodied stripes. Your blinds, your choice.

Shutter blinds
For odd shaped glass areas, wooden shutters are a fantastic choice.
Produced in various slat widths and a choice of extremely durable finishes, our
shutters will enhance your glass areas and bring a beautiful look to your home.
Produced from hardwood or PVC (for moist areas) shutters give it all. Insulation
from cold glass, privacy, solar shade and longevity of life promote this as a winner.

Patio Awnings
Awnings are a fantastic addition to Bifold doors and extend the living area of your home into
the outdoor area.
Either sun protection for the day or the warmth of the evening, our systems come with
heating and lighting options to make your user experience simply perfect.
System styles and fabric choices are available through our showroom or online

Whatever the style or shape of your doors, windows or curtain walling, we have not only the range to offer but also the knowledge that if you
need something designed with a difference, our manufacturing and years of experience, gives you the very best choice available.

Aquarius Blinds
Factory & Showroom - 245 Church Road, Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 3BH

www.aquariusblinds.co.uk - 0800 953 0199
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